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Winston Churchill gave this speech at Harrow School. 
It is brief and to the point. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ydi_KGXA9lk 

 

Winston Churchill - Address To Harrow School 
No leader in history, perhaps, matched Churchill's capacity for blurring the 
lines between speech and battle cry. This is one of his best. It's an urban 
legend that the "Never give in" exhortation comprised the totality of his 
address; Churchill went on for several more paragraphs. But there's no 
question that this, far and away, was what ... 

www.youtube.com 

 
 
I shall be brief and to the point as well. 
Our Constitution is the law of our country. 
The Second Amendment, along with the rest, is a part of the law. 
 
Article VI is also part of the Constitution. 
 
Article VI states that Federal law is supreme, or higher than, state and local laws. 
This means that if a state law conflicts with a Federal law, Federal law takes 
precedence. 
 
We would not alter any of the amendments that have to do with women's rights, 
voting rights, prohibition, or any other. 
 

According to Article VI, there should be no state laws that contradict the 
Constitution of the United States. 
 

Therefore, Constitutional Carry should be the law of the land. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ydi_KGXA9lk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ydi_KGXA9lk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ydi_KGXA9lk


 
Gun laws do not prevent criminals from performing crimes. 
In my psychology class, the instructor told the class that police, lawyers, and 
judges are not able to get inside the mind (thinking process) of a criminal. 
 
Responsible citizens do not commit crimes. 
 
I agree with background checks for the purpose of owning a firearm: alcoholic, 
mentally deranged, criminal behavior, etc.  
 
It has been proven that when citizens are armed crime goes down, when citizens 
are disarmed, crime goes up. 
 
Now is the time for GOOD sense, not COMMON sense…there is a difference. 

Common sense would have us all warm and fuzzy and trying to convince criminals 
that what they are doing is wrong. 

Good sense goes after the criminals and punishes them according to the laws 
already established.  

Rehabilitation should not be dismissed, it does work in certain people, at certain 
ages, for certain reasons. 

Let’s have Texas lead the way…not follow like sheep…before we become one… 

Texas strong 

Texas proud 

Texas thinkers 

Thanks much, 

Ronnie 

 

 




